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All IETF Contributions are subject to the rules of RFC 3978 (updated by RFC 4748) and RFC 3979 (updated by RFC 4879).

Statements made outside of an IETF session, mailing list or other function, that are clearly not intended to be input to an IETF activity, group or function, are not IETF Contributions in the context of this notice.

Please consult RFC 3978 (and RFC 4748) for details.
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Agenda and meeting materials

http://tools.ietf.org/wg/dnsext/agenda
Agenda (1)

- WG status (13:04)
- Proposed new work (13:55)
- Further forgery resilience (14:10)
- Other business
WG status

• Drafts published
  • none

• IESG DISCUSS cleared
  • draft-ietf-dnsext-2929bis

• Documents in or past WG last call
  • draft-ietf-dnsext-forgery-resilience
Current documents (1)

- draft-ietf-dnsext-dnssec-rsasha256
- draft-ietf-dnsext-rfc2672bis-dname
- draft-ietf-dnsext-dnssec-bis-updates
  - Comment on clarifications for trust anchor handling
- draft-ietf-dnsext-rfc2671bis-edns0
Current documents (2)

- draft-ietf-dnsext-tsig-md5-deprecated
  - Comment on proposal for alternate text
- draft-ietf-dnsext-axfr-clarify
Expired documents

- draft-ietf-dnsext-dns-protocol-profile
Proposed new work

- draft-crocker-dnssec-algo-signal
- draft-vixie-dnsext-dns0x20
  - Deferred until next discussion
- Clarification to RFC 1123
- Dynamic zones and DNSSEC
- Warning! Stuff coming from NAT-PT
Further forgery resilience work

- A note about discussion
- draft-vixie-dnsext-dns0x20
- open discussion
Other business?
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